CALL FOR PAPER

Conference History
ICCAR 2015 (Singapore)  ICCAR 2016 (Hong Kong)  ICCAR 2017 (Nagoya, Japan)


All selected papers were published by IEEE; and indexed by IEEE Xplore, Ei Compendex and Scopus

Conference Overview

ICCAR 2018 is a not-to-be-missed opportunity that distills the most current knowledge on a rapidly advancing discipline in one conference. Join key researchers and established professionals in the field of control, automation and robotics as they assess the current state-of-the-art and roadmap crucial areas for future research. It will provide a valuable opportunity for researchers, scholars and scientists to exchange their ideas face to face; we have the strong organization team, dependable reputation and wide sponsors all around the world. It will bring you an unexpected harvest.

We will be thankful for the contributions to ICCAR 2018. We look forward to your participation and continued engagement at future ICCAR conferences.

Conference Proceedings
Selected and registered papers will be published by IEEE Conference Publication.

After a careful reviewing process, all accepted papers after proper registration and presentation, will be published in the conference Proceedings by Conference Publishing Services, and reviewed by the IEEE Conference Publication Program for IEEE Xplore and Ei Compendex.

TOPICS (http://www.iccar.org/cfp.html)
Topics are Interested but Not Limited To
- Intelligent Control Systems and Optimization
- Signal Processing, Sensors, Systems Modeling and Control
- Robotics and Automation
- Industrial Engineering, Production and Management

International Advisory Committee
Prof. Ferial El-Hawary, Dalhousie University, Canada

Conference Chairs
Prof. Wei-Hsin Liao, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Prof. Mo El-Hawary, Electrical Engineering, Dalhousie University, Canada

Important Date
Submission Deadline: Extended to February 28th, 2018
Notification Date: March 10th, 2018
Registration Deadline: March 20th, 2018
Camera Ready: March 20th, 2018

www.iccar.org
Email: iccarconf@163.com
Tel: +86 13972222224